All the words below can be found in the wordsearch grid above. They might be written forwards, backwards, up, down or diagonally. Can you find them all?

BACKPACK  PIRATE
BONE ISLAND  QUEST
CANNIBALS  QUICKSAND
COMPASS  SEAS EDGE
EYIL EYE BART  SHARK
GHOSTLY GALLEON  SKELETON
HARPOON  SKULL
JAKE  SOUTH
LEAKY TAP  SPIKE
MAP  SWORD
OCTOPOID  TREASURE
PERIL  TYRREL
PIRANHAS  WHIRLPOOL

If you decide to brave this Crimson Cloak Quest you will find yourself on a pirate ship bound for Bone Island in search of Evil Eye Bart’s treasure. By chance you find a map to guide you, but it gives you no real idea of the danger and death defying perils that await you on your journey and on the island itself ...
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